World’s Only Music Transfer Freeware:
Don’t Miss KiwiGeeker’s Groundbreaking
KiwiG PhonTunes
HONG KONG and NEW YORK, Jan. 27, 2014 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — KiwiG PhonTunes
is the must-try free music transfer application launched this week by data
specialist software and integrated data solution provider KiwiGeeker.
Overcoming many of the greatest music transfer challenges, KiwiG PhonTunes
enables users to transfer any music between multiple devices free-of-charge
and without fear of file overwriting. This software is absolutely
indispensable to any true music lover.
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“We know our users have endured the headaches of music transfer barriersrestricting sharing of music purchased both on and off iTunes, overwriting
full playlists and libraries with simple device syncs, etc. – and we want to
give them free reign of their music experience, for free,” says Beank Tong,
the managing director of KiwiGeeker. “Enough hassle, just enjoy your music
anywhere, anytime.”
KiwiGeeker brings this software to its users from a foundation of over 10
years of professional experience in data security, data backup, and data
recovery. This deep understanding of data flow and structure has made KiwiG
PhonTunes’ outstanding performance possible, intimately and flexibly creating
channels between mobile devices (Android and iOS), and PCs (including iTunes
tracks and internally stored music files on the hard disk) for pain-free
music transfer.
Downloadable for Windows OS today, KiwiG PhonTunes allows users to migrate
music files, with accompanying metrics such as ratings and number of plays,
in large or small quantities as many times as desired. PhonTunes’ intuitive
library display window additionally notifies users of duplicates across
devices, and features functions for playlist creation and management onscreen. Say goodbye to clunky shuffling of tracks with pre-installed
software, and say hello to the future of music management and sharing.
For more information and download KiwiG PhonTunes visit here:
http://www.kiwigeeker.com/freeware/phontunes.html.
About KiwiGeeker:
“Intelligent, clean, and fresh software solutions for music transfer and data
recovery.”
KiwiGeeker provides superior data solutions with creativity and curiosity,
upholding the values of innovation and independence each and every day-in
other words, by an authentic geek spirit. Backed by 10 years of research and

development in PC data security with a focus on data recovery, KiwiGeeker
solutions meet the needs of each user for any operating system and device.
With this in mind, we assist users to independently accomplish challenging
data management processes, including data recovery, music transfer and more.
To learn more or experience KiwiGeeker software and solutions, visit our
website at http://www.kiwigeeker.com/.
Contacts for the Public: Any advice or suggestions please email to
marketing@kiwigeeker.com.
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